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Abstract. A new technique for velocity estimation and motion analysis of moving objects is presented. This 
technique is based on applying the Discrete Sine Area Transform (DSAT) to image sequences. The 
formulation of applying DSAT to an image sequence of multiple objects is presented. The analysis of the 
DSAT spectral domain indicates that the velocities of the moving object Ii are related to the locations of the 
peaks in the SAT spectrum. A peak detection algorithm is used to locate the DSAT spectral peaks from 
which the velocities of the moving objects are estimated. 

Experimental results are included to demonstrate the applicability of this technique. This technique is 
simple. efficient. and gives accurate estimation of the velocities of moving objects. There are no limitations to 
the size nor to the velocities of the moving objects. The presence of stationary objects does not affect the 
presented analysis nor does it require special processing. 

Introduction 

The estimation of the velocities of moving objects is needed in many applications. such 

as angiography studies of the heart. biomedical ce\1 motion analysis. tracking dust storms 
and clouds. and in remote sensing and military applications. The temporal- spatial 

gradient technique [1-4l. which utilizes low level estimation of frames has been 
employed. These methods give best ~esults only when the moving objects have smooth 

edges and the surfaces contain prominent texture. Their algorithm requires registered 
image sequences and the velocity estimate is approximate(it is close to accurate velocity 

at objects' boundaries. while this is not the case at the objects' surfaces). Such methods 
are subject to significant problems due to occlusion and the presence of certain surface 
textures. 
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Other researchers have used differencing techniques to extract moving objects in a 
sequence [5-7]. In their technique two frames are subtracted and the resulting frame gives 

the change between the two frames. This has limitations as it requires the images to be 
exactly registered, illumination to be invariant, and the moving objects to be totally 

displaced. Segment an.d match technique have been used to acqUire velocity information 
[8-13]. Static images are segmented and then feature points are matched to establish 

correspondence between objects in successive frames. This technique is sensitive to 
segmentation errors and the success of the algorithm is based on accurate segmentation of 
static frames which is rarely satisfied in real world scenes; especially in noisy 

environment. 
Optical flow, which is determined by obtaining the velocity vector for each pixel in 

the image, was used in [14-23]. A distinctly different combination of object structures 
and motion can produce effectively equivalent optical flow fields. This makes it 

impossible to un-ambiguously determine motion and structure from changes in the 
imagery [17]. Hence, flow fields estimated from changes in an image sequence are 

unlikely to be accurate. Jacobson and Wechsler[14] applied Wigner distribution in 
conjunction with a velocity polling function. Heeger[20] used a family of motion 

sensitive Gabor filters(3-d space-time Gabor filters tuned to different spatio-temporal 
frequency bands) to determine the displacement field. A least square method is applied to 

compute the two-dimensional displacement vector from the set of filter responses. Young 
& Kingsbury[23] used Complex Lapped Transform for frequency domain motion 
estimation where overlapping blocks of data are used to estimate local motion vectors. 
These data blocks, at each shift position, are first windowed by half-Cosine function. 

Their technique is free from block edge discontinuities which are present in other block 
matching techniques[24,25]. However, the technique is less straightforward to implement 
than block matching and thus have greater overheads. These techniques require high 
processing efforts and 3-d analysis is performed. The proposed technique apply similar 
analysis to [14,20] and hence may be used to replace the Wigner distribution in [14] and 
the Gabor filters in [20] with savings in processing time and memory requirements. 
The above techniques have other limitations when multiple moving objects are in the 
sequence; the correspondence and occlusion problems are more severe. 

This paper presents a new approach based on the analysis of the Sine Area 
Transform spectrum of the image sequence for motion estimation. The Sine Transform 
[26-30] has found applications in image processing and is computed from the Fast 

Fourier Transform. It can also be computed from the Hartley transform as proposed by 
Hou [31]. In this technique, the DSA T is applied to the image sequence followed by a 

peak detection procedure. This technique may be used to obtain the optical flow of image 
sequences using the sectioning algorithms of[14&32]. 
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The organization of the paper is as follows. The analytical model and formulations 
for multiple moving objects in a time-sequence are presented in section n. Section m 
presents the experimental results. Finally,concluding remarks are given in section IV. A 
detailed formulation of the application of DSAT to an image sequence with multiple 

moving objects is given in appendix. 

Analytical Formulation 

A general two-dimensional image sequence with time as the third dimension is 

given by [33],[34,pp.I-18] : 

f(x,y,t) = 0 (x,y,t) o(x,y,t) + [1- 0 (x,y,t)] b(x,y,t) 
m m 

(I) 

where f(x,y,t) is the recorded sequence, o(x,y,t) is the moving objects function in the 

sequence, 0 (x,y,t) is a binary valued mask function which determines the target 
m 

presence ( it is 1 for all pixels corresponding to the moving object and is zero otherwise), 
and b(x,y,t) is the time-varying background. 

In this model, the moving objects occlude the background which is the case in real 

world scenes. In this work we will address the moving objects term, i.e o(x,y,t). The 
effects of image background on the velocity computation of moving objects using the 

above model is addressed in [35]. 
To simplify the analysis of the sequence, the projections of the sequence on the x

and y-axis are processed [36]. The use of projections in motion analysis is efficient. The 
projections of images destroy the structure of the objects in the image sequence. 

However, it preserves the information necessary for motion estimation. The prOjections 
of the sequence in the x- and y- directions are given by: 

y=M-I 

f(x,t) = L f(x,y,t), 
y=o 

x=N-I 

f(y,t) = L f(x,y,t), 
x=O 

(2.a) 

(2.b) 

where Nand M are the number of pixels of the image in the x and y-directions, 

respectively. The x- and y-directions are along the axis of the images. The first horizontal 
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scan line of every image is taken as the x-axis and the vertical line of pixels 
corresponding to the first location of each scan line as the y-axis. 

The two-dimensional sequence is transformed to two one-dimensional sequences. 

The sequences f(x,t) and f(y,t) are processed and the velocities y and y of the objects 
x y 

are computed. The velocity (y.) of moving object" i, in the f(x,y,t) sequence is computed 
I 

from: 

(3) 

A model 
for multiple moving objects in one-dimensional time sequence, each of one pixel in size, 

is given by: 

i=r j=i-I 

o[n,m] =Di~[n-LcmVi] II (l-~[n-LrmVj]) (4) 
;=1 j= 1 

Where n,m are the pixel co-ordinates at location n and frame m, r is the number of 
moving obj~ts in the sequence, A is the grey level for moving object i (i=\,r), L· is 

1 1 

the initial distance position ( from the first location of the first frame) of moving object 

i, V; is the velocity of moving object i, and ~[] is the dirac-delta function. The u,se 

of moving objects which are one pixel in size possess no limitation as large moving 
objects may be looked at as a number of moving objects with identical velocity that are 
adjacent in location. The applicability of this model to the case of large moving objects 
is addressed in[36l. 

The Discrete Sine Area Transform(DSAT) of equation (4) is given by: 

n=N-I m=M-I 

S[k,f]= L L o[n,m]sin[27tknIN] sin[27tfmIM] (5) 

n=O m=O 

where N is the number of pixels in the image, and M is the number of frames in the 

image sequence. Applying the DSA T to the model of Equation (4), the result of the 
formulation is given by the following equation (For detailed formulations reference may 

be made to the appendix) : 
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i=r . 

S[kfl ___ 1"'M.A.{smc[kVj-t)M/N] [{2kL (kV t)(2 M 1)}1N] 
, 2£..i 1 1 sinc[(kVj-t)IN] COS 1t j+ r mj+ r 

1=1 

j=r j=j-l 

sinc[kV i+t)M/N] 
sinc[(kV i+t)IN] 

-U: LA {cos[:bt{kLj+(kV if) (LrLj)/(Vj-Vj)}IN]-cos[21t{kLj+(kVj+f)(LjL;)I(V;-Vj)}IN] .. 
j=l j=l 

j=r j=i-I p=j-I 

+ ~L L L Aj O[Lp-Lj+(Vj-V ~(LrL;)/(Vj-Vj)] 
i=1 j=1 p=i 

{cos[21t{kLj+(kV j-t)(LrLj)/(V i-Vj) } IN] 

-cos[2n{ kLi+(kVj+t)(LrL;l/(V j-V}}IN] }£[ffip,(LrLj)/(V i-Vj,Mij~ +.. . (6) 

where E is as defined in Equation (A.6) of the appendix. 

It is clear from Equation (6) that the contribution of the moving objects is proportional 
to the amplitude of the moving objects (Ai) and to the number of frames the moving 

objects are in the sequence (M
i
). The effect of the occlusion terms is very small such 

that it has no appreciable effect on the result. Hence, equation (6) can be approximated by 

the first two terms. Each of the object terms of equation(6) is nonzero only at f=±kV. . 
1 

This indicates that the locations of the spectral peaks are related to the velocities of the 
moving objects. Hence the velocities of the moving objects are found by detecting peaks 

in the spectrum given by equation(6) and finding the temporal frequencies at which the 
peaks exist. The velocities of the moving objects are given by : 

(7) 

where f i P' f 2 P' ••• ,f rp are the temporal frequencies of the peaks, and k s is a specified 

spatial frequency. 
/ 
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A simple peak detection algorithm is used to detect the peaks of the Sine spectrum. 

This algorithm scans the Fourier spectrum at the selected spatial frequency corresponding 
to the required resolution. The spectrum at zero temporal frequency is skipped as it 

corresponds to stationary objects. Other spectral values are compared to detect the peak 
value. The temporal frequencies corresponding to the detected peaks are found. The 
velocities of the moving objects are found by dividing the temporal frequencies f.' S by 

t 

the respective spatial frequencies k's. It is clear from equations (6 and 7) that the spectrum 
resulting from a moving object has two components, one component in the positive 
frequency range and the other in the negative frequency range. Hence, the direction of 
motion is not unique. This technique computes the amplitudes of the velocities of the 
moving objects but the direction is ambiguous. To compute the directions, the Fourier 
spectral values corresponding to the temporal and spatial frequencies of the SAT spectral 
peaks are computed (i.e, F[f. k 1 and F[-f. k 1 ). If F[f· k] is greater than F[-f. k 

tIl' S tIl' S tIl' S tIl' S 

] then the direction of motion is opposite to that of f. ; otherwise, it has the same 
tp 

direction as f. as was shown in [36]. Alternatively, the technique of [37] may be used to 
tp 

estimate the direction of the moving objects. An interesting result of Equation (6) is that 

the contribution of stationary objects is zero. Hence, stationary objects do not affect this 
technique. This is an additional advantage, as stationary objects (in other techniques) make 

the image analysis more complex and requires extra processing time. 
This algorithm is more efficient compared with the Fourier transform used in spatio

temporal frequency techniques. It has been shown by Hou[3 I] that_~he number of 
arithmetic operations in computing the FFT for complex data is nearly double that for real 
data. Computing DSAT requires the use of a real FFT (as only the imaginary part of the 

Fourier transform is required to compute DSAT) while the Fourier analysis of two
dimensional sequence requires the use of one real and one complex FFTs, hence, using 

DSAT is faster. In addition, in the case of DSAT it is enough to process half of the 
spectrum (either the positive or the negative frequency spectrum) to compute the 
velocities. Therefore, an additional reduction in processing time is achieved. The output 
of DSAT is real while the output in the case of Fourier analysis is complex. Motion 
analysis using Fourier spectrum [14,36] requires the computation of the amplitude of the 

spectrum which requires an additional 2N2 multiplications and N2 additions (in the two

dimensional case), not counting the square root computation. Since two-dimensional 
processing is used, the reduction in processing time is considerable. In addition, one two

dimensional image array is needed using this technique while two two dimensional image 
arrays(real and imaginary) are needed in the case of Fourier analysis. This results in 
considerable saving in memory requirements, especially when using personal computers 
with limited memory. 
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Experimental Results 

The simulations were carried out on an IBM PS/2 model SO computer using C 
programming language. The graphs were produced using Surfer Access System software 

of Golden Software Inc. 
Figure I(a) shows an image sequence with 4 moving objects projected on the x

axis(i.e the x-sequence). The velocities of the four moving objects are O.5,I,-I,and -2 
pixels per frame(ppf). The moving objects initially started at different locations 24,-

16,59, and 56, respectively. The figure shows the paths of the moving objects and the 
occlusions between the objects when any two or more objects are at the same location 

and at the same frame. Figure I (b) shows the SAT spectrum of the time sequence of Fig. 
I (a). The ·figure shows the spectral peaks corresponding to the moving objects. Each 

moving object has two spectral peaks at two different temporal frequencies(one at 
positive and another at negative frequencies) for each spatial frequency. The temporal 

frequencies are related to the amplitude of the velocities of the moving objects as given 
by equation (7). The spectral peaks for each object are shifting according to the value of 

the spatial frequency, in accordance with equation (7). Figure I(c) shows the DSAT 
spectrum of Fig. I(a) at a spatial frequency of 4. 

It is clear from the figure that there are 6 peaks, three in the positive frequency 

range and three in the negative frequency range. The peaks correspond to temporal 
frequencies of ±2,±4, and ±S. This indicates that the amplitudes of the velocities of the 

moving objects are 2/4=0.5, 4/4=1, and S/4=2 ppf, respectively. To estimate the direction 
of motion the Fourier spectrum at a spatial frequency of four and temporal frequencies of 

±2,±4, and ±S are computed. The spectrum values at both sides of the zero temporal 
frequency ( for example, at temporal frequencies of 2 and -2) are compared. The direction 

of motion is opposite to the direction of the temporal frequency of the peak in the 
Fourier spectrum [36]. The Fourier spectrum for the above locations are given in the 
table below. 

Comparing the spectral amplitudes it is clear that the spectrum at frequencies -2,-
4,4, and 8 are the peaks. This indicates that the sign of the velocities are positive for the 

first and seco"d objects, and negative for the others. Hence, the velocities of the moving 
objects are 0.5,1,-1, and -2 ppf. We have two peaks at temporal frequencies of - 4 and 4 

(which are close in amplitude) because the contributions of objects two and three(with 
velocities of -I and I) have their spectral contributions at temporal frequencies of - 4 and 

4 .. This case indicates the presence of two moving objects with same velocity amplitude 
and opposite directions. Figure I (d) shows the Fourier spectrum at a spatial frequency of 

4. The figure has four peaks, two corresponding to positive temporal frequencies and the 
other peaks are corresponding to negative temporal frequencies. Hence, indicating thc 
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directions of the velocities of the moving objects as shown above. The little peak 
corresponding to zero temporal frequency is due to the dc component of the Fourier 

spectrum. 

Temporal frequency f -2 2 -4 4 - 8 8 
IF[4, fll 427.7 53.4 326 349 7.9 473.3 

Figure 2(a) shows the same sequence of Fig. lea) but with an additional stationary 

object of 5 pixels in width. Fig. 2(b) shows the DSAT spectrum of the sequence in Fig. 
2(a). Figure 2(c) shows the DSAT spectrum at a spatial frequency of 4. Figures 2(b) and 

2(c) are similar to Figs. l(b) and l(c), respectively. It is clear from these figures that the 
presence of stationary objects does not affect the DSA T spectrum of the sequence and 

hence does not affect the presented technique. Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show the Fourier 
spectrum of the sequences of Figs. lea) and 2(a), respectively. Comparing these two 

figures and Figs.1 (d) and 2(d), it is clear that the presence of stationary objects increase 
the Fourier spectrum values at spatial and temporal frequencies of O. Hence, the Sine 

Area Transform, which is not affected by stationary objects, is better in this respect. The 
amplitudes of the peaks in the Fourier spectrum is approximately double the peak values 
in the SAT spectrum, thus confirming the analytical results of section II. 

Fig. la. X-sequence with 4 moving ohjects 
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Fig. lb. SAT spectrum of the sequence of Fig. 13 
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Fig. Id. Fourier spectrum oC Fig. la at a special frequency oC 4 

Fig. 2a. X-sequence of Fig. la with stationary object. 
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Fig. 2b. SAT spectrum of the sequence of Fig. 2a 
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Fig. 2c. SAT spectrum of Fig. 2b at a special frequency of 4 
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Fig. 2d. Fourier spectrum of sequence of Fig. 28 at a speial frequency of 4 

Fig. 3a. Fourier spectrum of Fig. 18 
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Fig. 3b. Fourier spectrum of Fig. 2a 

Conclusion 

37 

The proposed algorithm gives an accurate estimate of the velocities of moving 

objects. Using an image sequence and not two or three frames only (as is the case with 
other techniques) gives a better estimate of the velocity in the sequence. The algorithm is 

fast as a real FFf is used in the computation of the DSA T and only a simple peak 
detection algorithm is needed. The analysis is applied to half the spectrum only ( the 

spectrum corresponding to the positive or to the negative frequencies only), hence a 
further reduction in computations. 

The presence of stationary objects does not change the DSAT spectral values. This 
is not the case with the Fourier spectrum at spatial and temporal frequencies of 0 which 

increases due to the presence of stationary objects. Hence, the presence of stationary 
objects does not cause the technique to be more complex or to require higher processing 
time to distinguish stationary- from moving-objects. The use of this technique does not 

require the segmentation or matching of the static images nor finding the correspondence 
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between frames. This technique, however, requires a number of frames which are hard to 
obtain in some applications. 

The applicability of this technique has been demonstrated by a new mathematical 
formulation and experimental results obtained on PS/2. 
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Appendix 

Derivation of the dsat for a sequence with multiple-moving objects. 
A model for multiple moving objects in one-dimensional time sequence, each of 

one pixel in size, is given by : 

j=f j=r j=i-l 

o[n,m] = L,AiO[n-LcmVa -L, L,AjO[n-Li-mVj]O[n-LrmVj] 
1=1 i:::] j=l 

i=r j;j-l p=j-l 

+ L, L, L, AjO[n-L j -mVj]O[n-Lj -mVj]O[n-Lp -mY p] 
i=1 j:l psI 

i=r j=i-I 179-1 <FP-l 

-L L L LAjO[n-Lj -m Vj]O[n-Lj -m Vj]O[n-Lp -m V ~O[n-Lq -m V ~ + .. 
i:l ,.1 pool q=1 

(A.I) 

where n,m are the pixel co-ordinates at data point n & frame m, r is the number of 

moving objects in the sequence, A- is the grey level for moving object i (i=l,r), L is the , , 
initial distance position ( from the first location of the first frame) of moving object i,V , 
is the velocity of moving object i, and Ii [] is the dirac-delta function. 

The above model is an expansion of the model given in equation( 4). In this model, 
we arbitrarily assumed that the lower indexed moving object occludes the higher indexed 

moving object when they cross in the sequence. This occurs when the moving objects are 
at the same location and at the same frame ( when other rules are applied, only the 

amplitudes of the occlusion terms are changed accordingly). 
The first summation term represents the trajectories of the individual moving 

objects; the second summation represents the occlusion terms, when one moving object 
occludes another in the sequence; the third summation represents the occlusjon, when one 
moving object occludes two moving objects; other summation terms are added to 
represent a moving object occluding higher number of objects 

The Discrete Sine Area Transform(DSAT) of equation (A. I) is given by: 

n-N-J m"'M-l 

S[K,f] = L, L, o[n,m] sin[27tkn/N] sin[27tfmIM] (A.2) 
n::() m=(J 

where N is the number of pixels in the image, M is the number of frames in the image 
sequence, and 't = 27t1N. 
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The moving objects appear in the sequence in frames [m i : m i + M i _ 11 for moving 

object i,(i=l,r); frames [m .. M .. _ Il for the occlusion term of two objects, (i= I ,r and 
l' 1J 

j=l,i-I); frames [m . M·· - 11 for the occlusion term of three objects, (i=l,r,j=l,i-l, p • lJP 

and p=1 j-I); and other frames are added similarly. 

where M. is the initial frame number at wmch moving object i entered the sequence;M. 
I I 

is the number of frames in which moving object i is in the sequence; 

M jj = min[(mj +MJ,(mj +M V], is the last frame in which moving objects i and j are 

simultaneously in the sequence; 
M·· = min[(m· +M.\ (m· +M·\ (m +M)] is the last frame in which i,j,p IJP Iii, J jI' P P' 

moving objects are simultanously in the sequence.; and other terms are defined similarly. 
Applying the limits of the trajectories of the moving objects in the image sequence 

(since the moving objects are not present in the images outside these limits), we have 

i=r m=mj+Mj_,n=N-l 

S[K,f] = L L L Aib[n-LrmV i] sin[tkn] sin[tfm] 

i=l m=mj n=O 

i=r j=i-l m=Mifl n=N-l 

-L L L L Aib[n-Lj-mV;Jb[n-LrmVj] sin(tkn)sin(tfm) 

i=1 j=1 m=mj n=O 

i=r j=i-l p=j-l m=Mijp-l n=N-l 

+ L L L L L Ajb[n-LrmVi]b[n-LrmVj] b[n-Lp-mV p] 

i=1 j=1 p=1 m=mi n=O 

sin(tkn) sin(tfm) 

i=r j=i-l p=j-l q=p-l m=M ijpq-l n=N-l 

-LLLL L L Ab[n-L·-mV·]b[n-L·-mV·] X 
I I I J J 

i=1 j=l p=1 q=1 m=m, n=O 

b[n-Lp-mV pJb[n-Lq-mV ~ sin(tkn)sin(tfm) + ... (A.3) 

Summing with respect to n, all the terms are zero except those at n between 0 and N-I 
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and n=L+mV. for the first term,(where i=l,r), n=L+mV· and n=L+mV. for the 
I I I t J J 

second term,(where i=l,r and j=l,i-I), and so on. The result of the summation with 
respect to n is given by: 

i=f m=ml+Mrl 

S[K,f] = L L sin['tk(Lj+mVa sin['tfm] 
i=l m=mj 

i=r j=j-I m=Mifl 

-L L L AjO[Lj-Lj+m(Vj-Vj)] sin('tk(Lj+mVj»sin('tfm) 

j=1 j=1 m=mj 

i=r j=i-i p::j-l m=M ; .. -1 

+ L, L, L, L, AjO[LrLj+m(V j'Vj)]O[Lj-Lp+m(Vj-Vp)]sin('tk(Lj+mVj)) sin('tfm) 
i=1 j=J p=l m:m, 

j=r j=j-I p=j-I q=p-I m=M ijpq-I 

-L L L L L AjO[L;-Lj+m(Vj-Vj)] X 

i=1 j=1 p=1 q=1 m=mi 

8[L i-Lp+m(V i-V p)]8[L j-Lq+m(V i-V~] sin('tk(n)sin('tfLj+mV j)) sin('tfm) + ... 

(A.4). 

The first term is given by: 

'f m'f,tAj sin['tk(Lj+mV j] sin['tfm] 
j=1 m=mj 

Summing the first term with respect to m, we have: 

.~'f m'f'IAi {cos['t{m(kV j-f)+kL;l]- cos['t {m(kV i+f)+kL;l ]} 
j=J m=rnj 
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=LL L A e e 
i-, m ....... ,1 ! j~[m(kV rt)+kLJ + -j~[m(kV rf)+kLJ ) 

4 ;=1 m=m, 1 j~[m(kV rf)+kLJ _ jt[m(kV rf)+kLJ 
-e e 

j~[kLi + (kV ;!-f)(2mi +Mi-1)/2] 
e sinc[~(kVi-f)M/2It) + 

- j~[kLi + (kV rt)(2m i +Mi -I )/2] 
e sinc[~(kVi-t)M/21t] 

sinc[~(kV i -f) /21t) sinc[~(kV; -t) /21t] 

j~[kL; + (kV ;!-f)(2mi +M ;-1 )!2] -j~[kLi + (kV ;!-t)(2mi +Mi -1)/2] 
-esinc[~(kVi+t)M/21t] - e sinc[~(kVi+t)M/21t] 

sinc[~(kV i +f) /21t) sinc[~(kV i +t) /21t) 

Combining the exponential tenus and substituting the value of't, we have 

sinc[(kV i -f) MIN) 

sinc[(kV i -f) IN) cos[It{2KL; +(kV; -F)(2mi +Mi - I) }IN) 

-sinc[(kV· +f) MIN) 
. ' ) cos[lt{2KLi+(kVi+F)(2mi+M;-O}/N) 

smc[(kV;+f) IN . 

where 

m=m,+M,-1 j~(kV;+f)mJ _ jt(kV;+f) (m; +M; L jt(m(kV;+f)L e e 

ffi=ffi, 
e - jt(kV; +f)) 

1 - e 

jt(kV;+f)M/2 _ -jt(kV;+f)MY2 
j~(kV;+f)[m; +M;-I)/2)e e 

= e jt(kV; +f)/2 -jt(kV; +f)/2 
e - e 

j~(kV; +f)[m; +M; -1)/2) sinc[t(kV; +f)M 12lt 
= M;e sindt(kV; +f)/2lt 

(A.S) 

(A.6) 
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The second tenn : 
Let E be a function such that E[xl,x,x2] =1 for xl $. x < x2 

=0 otherwise (A.7) 

or , E[xl,x,x2] = u[x-xl] - u[x-x2J, where u[x] is the unit step function. 

This function is used to constrain the trajectories of the moving objects within 
image limits. Summing with respect to m, the second tenn is zero except at m between 
the limits of the summation and 

m=(L· - L·)N· - y. (the condition is L· - L· +m(Y· - Y·)=O) JIIJ IJ IJ' 

The conditions for the second tenn (to be nonzero) is defined in terms of the E 

function, as £[mj,(Lj -Lj)/(Y j - Yj),Mj~, where i= 1, r and j= 1 ,i-I. 

i=r }=i-l m=Mirl 

-L L L AjO[LrLj+m(Vj -V~ sin('tk(Lj+mVj)) sin{"tfm) 
j=l j""i m""ffij 

Fr pi-l 

= L L Ai sin["tk/Lj+Vj(LrLY(Vi-Vj)}) sin["tf(LrLi)/(Lj-Lj»)E[mj,(LrLj)l(Vj-Vj),Mj~. 
j=\ j=i 

i::r j=i-l 

=- L LAj {cos['t{kLj+(kVi-f)(Lj - L;)/(Vi-Vj)}] 
i=l j=l 

(A.S) 
The third tenn : 
Summing with respect to m, the third tenn is zero except at m between the limits 

of the summation and m=(LrLj)/(Vj-Yj) and m=(Lp-L;)/(Yj-Y p:l 

(or L·-L+m(Y·-Y·=O and L·-L +m(Y-Y )=0) It is defined in terms of the E IJ IJ Ip Ip' 

function as e[m (L ·-L ·)/(Y .-y.) M·· 1 
<- P' J I I J' IJ P' . 

i~ j=i.l p=j-i ~wl 

L L L L Ajd[Lj-Lj+m(Y j-Yj»)d[Lj-Lp+m(Yj-Y p)]sin(tk(Lj+m Yj» sin(lfm) 
h=1 j=1 ~I "",ffi; 
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i=r ~i-l p"j-l 

= L, L, LA jO[LrLp+(V j" V ~(L rL;l/(V j"Vj)lsin(~k(Lj+Vj(LrLJI(Vj-V))) sin('tf(LrLj)/(Vj-V}) 
j::l j=1 ("'I 

i:r j=i-l p:::j-I 

=lL L LAi8[Li-Lp+(V i-V ~(LrLi)/(Vi-Vj)]Cos(t(kLi+(kVi-f)(LrLiY(Vi-Vj») 
i=1 j=i pool 

-cos(t(kLi+(kVj-f)(LrL J/(Vj - Vj»)} e[I11p,(LrLiY(Vi-Vj),Mijpl. 

(A.9) 

Other terms may be added similarly. 
Substituting the results of summing the above terms and substituting the value of 

t, we have 

sjnc[(kV;-f) M{N] 

i""1' 

S[k,f]= iL Mi Ai 
i=l 

sinc[(kV; -f) IN] cos[1t{2kL; +(kV; -F)(2m; +M; - I) }IN] 

-sinc[(kV. +f) M{N] 
, cos[1t{2kL;+(kVi+F)(2mi+Mi- 1)}IN] 

sinc[(kV i +f) IN] 

j::r J:=j-] 

-L LAi (cos[21t{kLj+(kVj"f)(Lj - LY(Vj-Vj)}IN] 
j=\ j=l 

i=r i=i-l ""j.[ 

+ L L LAi O[Lp-Lj+(Vj-Vp)(LrLj)/(Vj-Vj]( cos[21t{ kLj+(kVj-f)(LrL;l/(Vj-V) }IN] 
j=l J::l p=! 

- cos[21t{kLj+(kVj+f)(LrL;lI(Vj-Vj)}1N e[mp,(LrLj)/(Vj-V),Mjjp] + ... 

(A.lO) 
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